
EXECUTIVE PLAYBOOK FOR 
MANAGING A REMOTE WORKFORCE 
Challenges, Considerations and Suggestions for Leading 
a Successful Remote Working Program

Remote working is a cultural workforce change - and it isn’t going anywhere. Although 

the data shows positive outcomes associated with remote working programs, leading a 

successful remote workforce can be a daunting task. 

Are you utilizing all the tools necessary to successfully implement, deploy and manage 

a remote workforce?
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From increased employee satisfaction and retention to decreased overhead and real estate costs, 
the business case for remote working is stacked with benefits. However, as an executive you must 
be able to deploy a remote working program in a secure and sensible manner.

Key challenges and considerations include:

• Onboarding and provisioning remote workers
• Hardware supply and desktop provisioning
• Onboarding and time to productivity

• Overcoming security concerns with a work at home staff
• Endpoint maintenance
• Meeting compliance requirements
• Responding to client and customer security concerns

• Visibility into the home environment
• Encouraging and tracking employee engagement
• Troubleshooting technical issues

These remote working challenges affect all aspects of a business and without the proper technology and 
managerial skills, even the most well thought out remote working initiatives  have the potential to fail.
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HARDWARE SUPPLY AND DESKTOP PROVISIONING
One of the first obstacles managers face in regards to remote workers is deciding on a user endpoint. 
Whether you decide to supply your employees with a company issued laptop or implement a bring 
your own device (BYOD) program, it’s important to weigh the costs and benefits of each. 

When providing company issued equipment, the organization is responsible for the purchase, 
shipping, setup and maintenance of the equipment; whereas, with a BYOD approach, those costs 
could fall on the employee. Additionally, it’s important to take into consideration time to productivity 
and revenue when determining what endpoint your remote employees will utilize.

Some other factors to consider when choosing an endpoint are compatibility and security. Usually 
organizations that use a BYOD model for their remote employees see more issues with the 
security and compatibility of an employee’s device to the company’s standards; however, desktop 
virtualization makes personal devices just as compatible and secure as a company issued endpoint.
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If you’re having trouble deciding which 
endpoint is best for your organization, check 
out this total cost of ownership guide.

LEARN MORE

PROVIDING REMOTE WORKERS WITH  
A LAPTOP COSTS AN AVERAGE OF $1,448

ONBOARDING & PROVISIONING

https://www.dizzion.com/resources/technical-papers/total-cost-of-ownership-for-desktops-vdi/


“At Concentrix, we are a little bit unique in 

that we operate in a BYOD model but for certain 

clients that have very unique and specialized 

hardware requirements we can provide hardware 

for them.”

-DOUG BERRY, SENIOR DIRECTOR - GLOBAL WORK AT HOME, 

CONCENTRIX CORPORATION
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ONBOARDING AND TIME TO PRODUCTIVITY
Running a successful remote working program isn’t just about the technology. It also requires 
careful coordination between multiple business departments. Don’t believe us? Take it from a 
remote working veteran:

“When it comes to onboarding and provisioning, it’s not just 
the technology. It goes much deeper than that. One of the 
things we focus heavily on is how we onboard our employees...
all of the processes have to work seamlessly between our 
operations team, our HR team and our IT team to make 
sure that employees are coming on board easily.”

  -DOUG BERRY, SENIOR DIRECTOR - GLOBAL WORK AT HOME, 

CONCENTRIX CORPORATION

ONBOARDING & PROVISIONING
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Time is money when it comes to a remote working initiative. The faster a company is able 
to provision a desktop for an employee, the quicker they are creating revenue. Traditionally, 
shipping and setting up employee equipment, granting access to applications and implementing 
the proper security measures and controls took time. This drawn out timeline poses a risk to 
companies not only in the form of lost revenue, but also potentially losing talent to another 
company that can get an employee up and running more quickly. 

Virtual desktops make the provisioning process faster, easier and more secure regardless of 
employee location and endpoint style.

Learn more about the benefits 
Transcom discovered by making the 
switch to virtual desktops.

LEARN MORE

CUSTOMER CASE STUDY
By using virtual desktops to support remote agents, 

Transcom reduced their provisioning time from 6-7 
hours to just 15 minutes.

ONBOARDING & PROVISIONING

https://www.dizzion.com/resources/case-studies/transcom-case-study/
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ENDPOINT MAINTENANCE
Whether you allow remote workers to use their own personal devices or you provide a user 
endpoint, you should first consider what applications are required for each employee, desktop 
functionalities and the amount of computing power required for each use case. These 
consideration are key to ensuring each remote employee has an endpoint device capable of 
meeting their job requirements.

SECURITY CONCERNS

Functionality Features to Consider
• Telephony integration
• Softphone integration
• Video conferencing & video chat
• GPU-heavy applications

Endpoint Options to Consider
• Company issued device
• Remote employee’s personal device (BYOD)
• Thin client
• Zero client



“At Hyatt, we provide a thin client and IP phone 

to all our remote associates as their way to receive 

calls and access our network. As a result, we can 

setup specific profiles for them within our internal 

environment to make sure they are following 

through the appropriate security protocols.”

-CHRIS WIRTH, DIRECTOR OF GUEST SERVICES, 

HYATT GLOBAL CONTACT CENTER
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MEETING COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
For companies that handle personal and sensitive data such as Personal Health Information (PHI) or 
Payment Card Information (PCI), remaining compliant is top-of-mind. Following HIPAA, PCI and other 
compliance standards can be challenging enough for organizations that operate within brick-and-
mortar locations. Throw in a dispersed and remote workforce and those challenges become even 
more apparent. Technology, human error and changing workforce trends - especially remote working 
- present some hefty obstacles for industries that follow strict compliance requirements.

With more and more employees working remotely or utilizing mobile devices, the chances of personal 
and sensitive data being exposed or ending up in the wrong hands is a major concern for managers 
of remote working initiatives. Some of the challenges include:

• Improper security and training habits
• Lost or stolen devices
• Accidental or malicious exposure of data

SECURITY CONCERNS
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It’s important for companies to take the necessary steps to ensure that their security and 
compliance controls remain in place regardless of user location or endpoint. Security and 
compliance are not interchangeable. Just because your solution is secure doesn’t mean it’s 
compliant, and vice versa. Both security and compliance need to work hand in hand to ensure 
that sensitive data is kept safe.

As a company that must follow strict PCI compliance standards, Hyatt has altered the way 
in which it handles reservations and bookings. Taking credit card information over the phone 
was once the norm for the industry; however, rising security concerns and new technology 
has revolutionized online reservations. This practice was put in place in both Hyatt’s brick-and-
mortar call centers and with remote customer care associates to ensure consistent compliance 
throughout the organization.

“At the end of the booking process we alert the guest 
that they will be transferred into our automated system 
where the credit card is then collected and applied to the 
reservation automatically.”
      — CHRIS WIRTH, DIRECTOR OF GUEST SERVICES, 

HYATT GLOBAL CONTACT CENTER

Learn about Dizzion’s compliant virtual desktops. LEARN MORE

SECURITY CONCERNS

https://www.dizzion.com/services/compliance/
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RESPONDING TO CUSTOMER SECURITY CONCERNS
Security is just as important, if not more, for remote working programs as it is for organizations 
that operate within a brick-and-mortar location. Without the ability to interact with employees 
face to face, how can you ensure they are following the proper security and compliance 
protocols? Modern technology and increased security controls are paramount to ensuring that 
company and customer data is protected at all times.

GLOBAL AVERAGE COST OF A DATA 
BREACH IN 2018 = $3.86 MILLION

SECURITY CONCERNS



“The topic around security has long plagued the virtual 

agent environment. There is almost no data to support the 

notion that at-home is less secure, less safe, higher fraud 

- that’s sort of fake news. Much of what has been created 

from a security and compliance perspective in the industry is 

an attempt to overcome a perception that is not necessarily 

backed by fact. Nonetheless, I think what that has really 

done is almost make the [at-home] offering that much more 

secure than its traditional physical center counterpart.”

-FELIX SERRANO, CEO - AMERICAS AT ITELBPO 

SMART SOLUTIONS
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ENCOURAGING AND TRACKING EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT
Gaining total visibility into a remote employee’s work environment is often a struggle that many 
executives face when running a remote working program. How do you ensure that your employees 
are following company standards and actually working when they’re supposed to? Additionally, how 
do you support your remote employees and provide assistance when you’re not in the same building?

Using a variety of tools to track and encourage employee engagement can help mitigate this challenge. 

Consider:
• Chat rooms to provide employee assistance
• Video calls for meetings and check-ins

• Web cam monitoring of an employee’s home environment to ensure compliance and 
protocols are met

• Remote monitoring of screens and internet activity

It’s important to remember that not all of these options will be suitable for all remote working programs. 
Make sure that the option(s) you choose fit with your specific compliance and use case needs.

VISIBILITY



“We often use chat tools for that so they can have 

assistance from subject matter experts or maybe their 

manager or receive assistance from specialized teams. We 

also heavily leverage video. We’re actually face to face 

with our workers very frequently for our coaching, team 

meetings and one-on-one meetings. If IT needs to be able 

to look into your machine if you’re having some technical 

issue, we have the ability to be on video and take over 

that machine and actually see what’s on the screen.”

-DOUG BERRY, SENIOR DIRECTOR - GLOBAL WORK AT HOME, 

CONCENTRIX CORPORATION
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TROUBLESHOOTING TECHNICAL ISSUES
Employee downtime can cost organizations thousands of dollars per day. Consider the following scenario:

John is a remote employee who works for ABC, Inc. Today at the start of his shift, John was 
unable to connect to his company’s network. After several phone calls back and forth with 
IT, an immediate solution cannot be found. In order to help John, one of ABC’s IT personnel, 
Susan, will need to travel from the corporate office to John’s house - a 45 minute drive. After 
Susan arrives at John’s house, it takes 2 hours of troubleshooting to solve the employee’s 
connectivity issues. Once Susan is finished, she must make the 45 minute commute back 
to the office before she can resume her work. 

A scenario such as this can be catastrophic for companies running remote working programs. The 
amount of time it took to solve the employee’s issue not only resulted in lost revenue for the company 
but also set John and Susan behind in their work, putting excess strain on the company and employees.

To avoid situations like these, make sure that you have the tools necessary to assess any technology 
hiccups that might arise. 

98% OF ORGANIZATIONS REPORT AN HOUR OF 
DOWNTIME COSTS OVER $100,000

VISIBILITY
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DIZZION CONTROL CENTER & INSIGHTS
Dizzion Control Center and Business Insights give 
business leaders the data and tools needed to operate 
a successful remote working program.

With Dizzion Insights, you can:

• Stay informed on KPIs

• Pinpoint end user issues

• Identify meaningful business trends

• And more! 

FOR A DEEPER DIVE ON 
HOW DIZZION CONTROL 

CENTER & INSIGHTS CAN 
BENEFIT YOUR REMOTE 

WORKING PROGRAM 
SEE “THE VDI INSIGHTS 
YOU’VE BEEN MISSING”

LEARN MORE

https://www.dizzion.com/resource/blog/how-vdi-insights-impact-business-decisions/


ABOUT DIZZION

LEARN MORE

Established in 2011, Dizzion, is a global provider of end-user computing 
services, including cloud-delivered Desktops as a Service (DaaS), 
paired with complementary offerings like secure endpoints, application 
delivery and storage. The company is delivering the next generation 
of virtual desktop solutions to meet the demands of a remote global 
workforce in industries with stringent security and compliance needs, 
including business process outsourcing, financial services, healthcare 
and insurance. Dizzion’s mission is to enable users to securely access 
applications and data from any device, anywhere increasing mobility 
and productivity. To learn more about Dizzion, visit www.dizzion.com.

   

LEARN ABOUT DIZZION’S FULLY MANAGED VIRTUAL DESKTOPS.

https://www.dizzion.com/services/cloud-delivered-desktops/
http://www.dizzion.com
https://twitter.com/Dizzion
https://www.linkedin.com/company/dizzion-inc-/

